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A robust charging network and policies supportive of electric vehicles (EVs) are critical to improving the 
business case for free-floating carshare services. In electrifying these services, the potential exists to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions from the light-duty vehicle sector. Free-floating carshare services have 
especially difficult operational models for EVs as they can be picked-up and dropped-off anywhere 
within a large service area. The experience of car2go with their all-electric carshare fleet in San Diego at 
the early stage of the EV market demonstrates the challenges of transportation electrification. The short 
range of the company’s smart fortwo EVs and the lack of available charging infrastructure, due to the 
failure of the partner charging company, led to major issues keeping the EVs charged and in-service. In 
addition, unfamiliarity with the EVs resulted in customer confusion, and overall lack of trust in the 
services. Although car2go was unable to sustain their electric fleet in the United States, they continue to 
operate in a few European cities with EV-friendly policies. 

Currently, EVs are offered in other free-floating carshare programs, but many of the same charging 
challenges persist. However, charging availability is significantly better now than when car2go launched 
in San Diego in 2011. Electrification of shared mobility services is an emerging interest area, which has 
helped to bring more attention to the deployment challenges and the role of policies and regulations 
that could help establish sustainable business practices. With more companies in the market and new 
pilot programs underway, the shared mobility community can continue to grow and learn from these 
experiences. 

This case study on car2go is a part of “Making the Business Case for Smart, Shared, and Sustainable 
Mobility,” a project which aims to accelerate the adoption of electric vehicles in shared mobility services 
and to establish best practices that can be used by other public agencies around the United States. 

Four U.S. cities have joined together to 
demonstrate the potential for electric shared 
mobility services. “Making the Business Case 
for Smart, Shared, and Sustainable Mobility 
Services” (EV Shared Mobility) aims to 
accelerate the adoption of electric vehicles 
(EVs) in shared mobility applications and to 
establish best practices that can be used by 
other municipal and regional governments and 
businesses around the United States. The 
project, led by the City of Seattle and Atlas 
Public Policy, brings together the U.S. 
Department of Energy’s Energy Efficient 
Mobility Systems program and major industry 
stakeholders with the cities of New York, 
Denver, and partners in Portland to test 
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different interventions designed to increase the adoption of EVs in shared mobility services. Visit 
www.evsharedmobility.org to learn more about the project. 

Each project partner in the four cities will test a market intervention and analyze its impact on EV 
adoption and electric vehicle miles traveled for carshare and/or ride-hail services. A major part of the 
project is to share the results, successes, and lessons learned through these pilot programs. The project 
partners will not only facilitate the implementation of EVs and EV charging for the programs, but they will 
also evaluate the policies and programs that were employed during the project period. 

To inform the program development, the project team has prepared case studies to assess previous and 
ongoing efforts to electrify shared mobility services. This case study focuses on car2go’s electrification of 
carshare services. A second case study looked at electrifying ride-hail services.  

The transportation sector generated 27 percent of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in the United States 
in 2015 of which, the light-duty vehicle sector was responsible for 60 percent of the emissions [1]. 
Electrification of light-duty vehicles can reduce GHG emissions as driving a battery electric vehicle results 
in fewer lifecycle GHG emissions than driving a gasoline vehicle with a fuel economy of 80 miles per gallon 
(on average across the United States) [2].  

With shared mobility growing in popularity [3, 4, 5], electrification of these services can help cities and 
states reduce their GHG emissions attributed to light-duty vehicles. Within the shared mobility space, 
carshare services are a promising area to focus on for electrification efforts. Carshare companies provide 
users access to a car for short-term rental periods without the costs and responsibility of owning a 
personal vehicle. Carshare companies maintain a variety of business models and some offer multiple 
services. This case study focuses on the carshare company car2go and their free-floating carshare service, 
which allows users to pick-up and drop-off vehicles at any location within a service area. The rented 
vehicles can be driven beyond the service area, but must be returned there, often parking on the street. 
Free-floating carshare companies rely on city permits to operate. Permits for free-floating carshare 
companies typically allow drivers of carshare vehicles to park for free at metered spots and to park in 
residential permitted or time restricted on-street spots with few time limitations.  

Carshare services have been found to reduce transportation’s impact on the environment. Studies have 
found that overall, carshare can decrease personal automobile ownership and reduce overall driving miles 
[5, 6, 7]. A 2016 study that looked at car2go services in San Diego; Seattle; Washington, D.C.; Calgary, 
Alberta; and Vancouver, British Columbia found an overall reduction in both household travel and GHG 
emissions amongst car2go users in all cities [8]. Additionally, considering that EVs have lower lifecycle 
emissions than conventional vehicles, further environmental benefits can be achieved by using electrified 
carshare vehicles compared to gasoline-powered ones [2].  

Car2go, a subsidiary of Daimler AG, is a free-floating carshare company that operates in the United States, 
Canada, Europe, and China [9]. In the United States, car2go has over 675,000 users and operates in seven 
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cities: Austin, Chicago, Denver, New York, Portland, Seattle, and Washington, DC. Cars available on the 
car2go platform include the small smart fortwo, Mercedes-Benz GLA, and Mercedes-Benz CLA, which 
present both a small car and luxury vehicle option [9]. Rental transactions are completed through the 
car2go app, which also provides users access to the vehicle at their reservation time. Users pay a one-time 
fee of $5 to become members and receive a $10 driving credit towards using car2go [9]. Then, for each 
rental period, the users select to pay by the minute, hour, or day. Payment options will vary depending on 
the location [9]. The rental price includes insurance, parking, and gas. Users are not required to refuel the 
vehicles but are reimbursed if they do so.  

Car2go was an early adopter of electrified carshare service and launched an all-electric smart fortwo fleet 
in San Diego in 2011, far ahead of many companies now active in electrifying shared mobility services. 
However, car2go shut down its electrified service in San Diego in May 2016 and the reasons behind this 
decision are the focus of this case study. As of September 2018, car2go does not offer EVs in the United 
States, but does have EVs in some European cities.   

’

Car2go’s interest in placing an all-electric fleet in San Diego was driven by three factors. First, San Diego is 
located in California, which has the Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) program that requires automakers to 
attain an increasing number of ZEV credits in order to sell light-duty vehicles in the state. ZEV credits are 
attained by making zero emission vehicles available for sale within California. Car2go attained ZEV credits 
for their EVs in San Diego thereby lowering the cost of deployment.  

Additionally, the mayor of San Diego at that time committed to working with car2go on parking permitting 
and other requirements that can be hard to navigate if the city is not interested in carshare services. 
Similar to most of car2go’s agreements, members could park in metered areas at no cost.  

Finally, the charging service provider ECOtality, with funds from the U.S. Department of Energy, committed 
to deploying 1,000 charging stations in the city to facilitate recharging the car2go fleet.  

Car2go went into service in San Diego on November 18, 2011 with 300 smart fortwo EVs [10]. Smart 
fortwo EVs are small, two-seater hatchbacks. The small size makes them easy to park and use in an urban 
setting. At the time, smart fortwo’s had a range of 65 miles on a full charge, well below the gasoline-
powered smart fortwo vehicle’s range of almost 350 miles. Car2go committed to launching an additional 
100 smart fortwo EVs in the city at which point they would reevaluate the fleet size based on charging 
availability [11]. 

On the day of the launch, there were only approximately 29 Level 2 and 4 direct current (DC) fast charging 
publicly available ports in San Diego [12]. Importantly, the smart vehicle did not support DC fast charging 
and solely relied on lower-powered Level 2 charging that took several hours to charge. The charging 



stations also needed to be sited at convenient locations that minimized the time a vehicle spent out-of-
service driving to a charging station and actively recharging. Car2go’s business model relied on right-sizing 
the fleet to the available and expected charging infrastructure and the limited range of the smart fortwo 
EV. The lack of existing charging infrastructure at the time of deployment made ECOtality’s commitment 
critical to the success of car2go’s program.  

Outreach was important due to a lack of familiarity with the car2go service and with EV technology. Most 
people at the time were less familiar with free-floating carshare than with a roundtrip carshare like Zipcar, 
which has users pick-up and drop-off a vehicle at the same designated parking spot and rents by the hour 
or day. In addition, most people were unfamiliar with EV technology, particularly the silent operation of 
vehicles when compared to gasoline cars and the EVs sensitivity to range from excessive use of climate 
controls, like air conditioning. 

To educate its members on EV technology, car2go used direct email messaging that explained the range of 
the smart fortwo EVs and how different vehicle uses could impact battery range. Placards placed on the 
EVs’ interior dashboard informed the users that the vehicles are silent even when turned on, a response 
by the company to the large number of technical support calls that car2go received. An additional placard 
near the battery tracking gauge told users when the vehicle charge was getting low [11].  

Car2go was a market leader in free-floating carshare electrification. However, the car2go all-electric fleet 
operated somewhat in parallel to DriveNow’s (now known as ReachNow in the United States) pilot all-
electric fleet in San Francisco that operated from 2012 to 2015. When re-launched in the United States in 
2016 as ReachNow mobility services, the company included carshare fleets in Seattle and Portland with 
some EVs in addition to gasoline-powered vehicles, which were developing as car2go was phasing out its 
all-electric fleet in San Diego. See Box 1 for more information on the ReachNow fleet. 

’  

Car2go operated the all-electric fleet in San Diego from 2011 until 2016. By this time, car2go had fully met 
its commitment to deploy 400 EVs and the company had approximately 42,000 users in the city [8]. 
Car2go knew it faced major challenges right at the launch with 300 EVs and fewer than 50 charging 
stations. The company tried to address customer’s range anxiety and unfamiliarity with EVs by using their 
resources to manage all charging operations. To manage charging operations, the company resorted to 
renting tow-trucks to transport the EVs low on charge to charging stations; even the car2go operations 
team would experience range anxiety when driving EVs to a station to be charged [11]. The use of tow 
trucks went against the emissions reduction goals of an all-electric fleet. The complex logistics of EV 
charging hurt car2gos’s business model, which relied on vehicles being available for rent in order to 
maximize vehicle utilization. The company estimates that on average 20 percent of the fleet was 
unavailable because the EVs were either too low on charge to be used or were being actively charged 
[13]. 

At the time of the launch, car2go expected there to be 1,000 new charging stations deployed by ECOtality, 
but the company went bankrupt in 2013 after having only installed around 400 stations. Of those stations, 
only 150 were located within the car2go service area and most were not at sites conducive to the car2go 
free-floating carshare service operations. For example, about 35 stations were in Balboa Park, which Park 
officials would not allow car2go to use [11]. Car2go estimates that they had access to only around 30 to 
50 publicly available charging stations and had to build their own charging depot to support the EVs (see 
Figure 2) [14].  



FIGURE 2: EXPECTATIONS VERSUS REALITY FOR CAR2GO IN SAN DIEGO 

 

In San Diego, car2go met its commitment to the city, but the charging service provider fell well short, deploying fewer 

than 10 percent of the charging stations it committed to make available for use by the EVs. 

Source: [14] 

The company moved to address concerns about range anxiety and customer dissatisfaction by pivoting 
the service to gasoline-powered vehicles in May 2016, but customers did not respond satisfactorily 
enough to continue to keep the location running. According to car2go, the user base of 42,000 should 
have been enough to sustain a gasoline-powered fleet in the city and the vehicles had the range 
customers expected, but car2go believes the switch to gasoline was too little, too late [11]. The previous 
years of poor customer experience using the car2go EVs, due to range and charging challenges, had 
deteriorated members’ trust in the service and car2go pulled out of San Diego in December 2016 [11].  

Car2go was ahead of its time with an all-electric carshare fleet. For example, San Diego Gas & Electric, the 
regional electric utility and an early supporter of charging infrastructure, had plans to install 3,500 new 
charging stations approved in late 2015, but they were not scheduled to be installed soon enough for 
car2go’s EV fleet. With interest from utilities and others, the public charging network in San Diego has 
changed significantly since car2go ceased operations. As of September 2018, the region has more than 
1,100 Level 2 and 110 DC fast charging ports, compared to the 29 Level 2 and 4 DCFC that were available 
when car2go first launched in 2011 [12]. While this may still not be enough to support an all-electric 
carshare fleet, the charging network is far more robust than when the car2go fleet was operating.  

In retrospect, car2go, believes that an EV with longer range and fast charging compatibility, combined with 
dedicated charging stations, is necessary to operate an all-electric, free-floating carshare service in the 
United States [14]. ReachNow, operated by BMW Group, has taken a similar approach with EVs operating 
in its free-floating carshare program (see Box 1). Car2go does not have any EVs in their current U.S. fleets, 
but does support EVs in European fleets which enjoy greater support from local governments [9].  
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Box 1. ReachNow Mobility Services Electrification in the United States 

ReachNow, operated by BMW Group, is a mobility service company established in April 2016 in Seattle that 
offers free-floating carsharing as well as ridesharing [15]. ReachNow now operates in Portland and Seattle 
with over 100,000 users. Users of the service can choose from a MINI Cooper or Clubman, BMW X1 SAV or 
BMW 3 Series, and the Electric BMW i3. Rental transactions, reservations, and ride-hailing are completed 
through the ReachNow app. For each rental, members pay a per minute fee with automatically applied flat 
rates for longer trips. Included in the cost of rental is insurance, parking, and gas. Users are not required to 
refuel the vehicles. The rental fees are priced the same for all vehicles [16].  

As of September 2018, the Electric BMW i3s make-up about 10 percent of the fleet in each city. ReachNow 
has found that EVs and gasoline-powered vehicles have comparable utilization for short trips, but EVs are 
typically not chosen for longer trips, indicating that the vehicle’s range or anxiety over that range is an issue. 
However, given that the majority of free-floating carsharing trips are shorter ones where range is not an 
issue, many users have expressed high satisfaction for driving the EVs [17]. Additionally, ReachNow 
leverages plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) across the fleet, particularly for its ride-hailing service.  

Similar to car2go in San Diego, ReachNow manages the charging of the i3s with technicians who pick-up, 
charge, and re-park the vehicles. In order to minimize charging time, most are charged at DC fast charging 
stations. The time spent picking up an EV, finding a charging station, and charging the EV is still longer than 
ReachNow would prefer [17]. With the range of the i3 at 114 miles on a full charge and up to 180 miles with 
a range extender, access to fast charging is critical to keeping the EVs available on the platform. 

BMW Group has also made direct investments in infrastructure through a partnership with a charging 
station provider Eluminocity to improve charging access for both EV owners and the ReachNow fleet. 
Through this investment, Eluminocity will install, own, and, operate charging stations across multiple sites 
throughout Seattle [17]. Additionally, through a partnership with ChargePoint, ReachNow is working to 
gather use data from the stations and optimize fleet charging processes [18]. As of September 2018, 10 
sites were live with a mix of Level 2 and DC fast charging stations [17].  

One of the Eluminocity charging station sites is the Pacific Science Center, where a partnership offers garage 
access for ReachNow members. The combination of parking access and EV charging stations allows 
technicians to quickly charge EVs and leave them available for members to rent in a high-use area. This a 
convenient spot for charging of carshare and ride-hail vehicles and pick-up/drop-off location for users [17].  

ReachNow aims to sustain EVs on their carsharing platform through strategic partnerships. For example, the 
company is a key partner in Seattle for the EV Shared Mobility project and is contributing personnel support 
for marketing, programming, and project administration to support Seattle’s regional strategy to increase 
EV adoption in shared mobility services by increasing EV charging stations at or near Shared Mobility Hubs. 
ReachNow has also recently expanded beyond carsharing and is now offering a ride-hailing service to users 
in Seattle. Currently, the service does not use i3 EVs, but has six plug-in hybrid electric vehicles that rely on 
Eluminocity’s Level 2 charging stations. 

In March 2018, the parent company of car2go, Daimler AG and parent company of ReachNow, BMW 
announced that the companies would merge their global mobility services in a proposed joint venture [19]. 
The equally-owned joint venture model is designed to combine services in the following five areas: multi-
modal/on-demand mobility, carsharing, ride-hailing, parking and charging. The joint venture must be 
approved by regulatory authorities, which has not happened as of September 2018 and the two companies 
remain operating separately. 



The car2go experience with electrification has revealed unique elements to operating a successful all-
electric free floating carshare: 

• EVs with fast charging capabilities are necessary to minimize the time a vehicle is out-of-service 

for charging. 

• EVs with sufficient battery range allow users to take longer trips and can also reduce the 

frequency of charging. 

• A robust EV charging network within the company service area improves charging logistics and 

should reduce the time EVs spend out-of-service. A broader charging network outside of the 

service area can support customers’ use of EVs for longer trips. 

• Dedicated, available parking spaces that have EV chargers or are near charging is the best way to 

manage the charging of the EVs. 

• Additional customer service resources are needed, particularly in the early days of deployment as 

users become familiar with driving an EV. 

• Public policies that give advantage to EVs over gasoline vehicles in carshare services can improve 

the business case for EVs in urban environments. 

• Provide a seamless user experience that is comparable to renting a gasoline vehicle. 

Deploying EVs in free-floating carshare programs, given the current state of technology and supportive 
infrastructure, poses a complex, logistical challenge. A successful program requires sufficient access to 
charging stations where vehicles can park and vehicles with sufficient electric-only range to satisfy several 
trips.  

Although car2go was not able to sustain the EV fleet in San Diego, the company has launched EVs in three 
European cities: Amsterdam (2011), Madrid (2015), and Stuttgart (2012). Car2go has found that the 
environment in these cities is more conducive to EV carshare due to a combination of EV-friendly 
regulations and access to charging. Use of the EVs in the European market is shown in Figure 3. 

For example, Amsterdam has little private parking, but the city will install an EV charging station on the 
street for individuals who request them to do so. The city has also installed charging equipment at light 
poles, which are extensive in urban environments, and convenient for car2go’s free-floating vehicles. 
Car2go also offers members in Amsterdam and Stuttgart a four-Euro incentive if they charge a vehicle that 
is below 50 percent the state of charge, which is one promising way to navigate the challenges with 
charging carshare EVs. 

A more aggressive policy to encourage EV carshare is present in Madrid and Stuttgart. In both cities, 
combustion vehicles can be banned from entering the city center during periods of high pollution, making 
EVs, including through services like car2go, the only option for personal motorized transport allowed 
during those periods [20, 21]. 



FIGURE 3: SUMMARY STATISTICS FOR CAR2GO EV SERVICES IN EUROPEAN CITIES 

 

Looking ahead, car2go continues to promote electrification within their operations but is currently 
focused on the European market. European cities tend to have greater support for zero emission vehicles 
and vehicle charging that improve the viability of operating EV carshare services. In fact, car2go will 
expand their EV offerings in Hamburg, Germany in 2019 with the launch of 400 EVs. For car2go to deploy 
EVs in the U.S. market again, both the vehicle range and charging availability issues would need to be 
resolved. For charging, the company believes fast charging will be essential. 

Car2go faced many operational issues with its all-electric, free-floating carshare fleet in San Diego. The 
short range of the smart fortwo EVs and the lack of charging infrastructure resulted in a poor customer 
experience and insurmountable business challenges. Since the experience in San Diego, car2go has not 
operated EVs in their U.S. fleets, and instead has focused those efforts on more EV-friendly European 
cities. The policies in Europe that financially support charging and restrict gasoline-powered vehicles from 
urban cores improve the business case for using EVs in the car2go fleets. American cities are 
experimenting with their own ways to encourage the electrification of shared mobility, as exemplified by 
the EV Shared Mobility project.  

Many of the difficulties experienced by car2go remain present in free-floating carshare electrification, but 
there have also been encouraging changes in the market. The rise in charging infrastructure availability in 
the United States helps to make a better business case for companies, but still remains an active issue for 
free-floating carshare companies. An increase in the general interest in electrification of shared mobility 
services has helped to bring more attention to the deployment challenges and the role of policies and 
regulations that could help to further grow development. With more companies in the market and new 
pilot programs underway, the shared mobility community can continue to grow and learn from these 
experiences.  
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